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Introduction
I applied for and was successful in being funded by the International Police Association,
Arthur Troop Scholarship to attend a Conference organised by International
Investigative Interviewing Research Group (iIIRG). The International Investigative
Interviewing Research Group (iIIRG) is a worldwide network of professionals, with over
500 members from more than 31 countries, bringing together academic researchers and
practitioners in the area of investigative interviewing. iIIRG members work
collaboratively with national and international bodies to improve investigative
interviewing practice whilst ensuring that all improvements are underpinned by a robust
evidence base. The iIIRG publish their own peer-reviewed academic journal, and each
year holds their annual Conference and Masterclass at a different location around the
world.
They also work in close collaboration with many other national and international
Governmental bodies, institutions and other organisations, including the International
Criminal Court, The Hague and the United Nations. The iIIRG is sponsored by Indico
Systems Ltd, InterSol Global, Interview Management Systems and Forensic Interview
Solutions Ltd.

The 2015 iIIRG conference was held at Deakin University Management Centre, Geelong
(near Melbourne), Australia, from Monday the 22nd to Friday the 26th June 2015.
The program offered delegates a diverse array of professional activities. Although the
keynote presentations and Masterclass focused on child witnesses (the area of strength
in this region), the presentations spanned multiple disciplines and justice systems, and
included a larger cohort of legal professionals than ever before.

The Masterclass took place on Monday the 22nd and Tuesday the 23rd June 2015. The
Conference took place on Wednesday the 24th June, Thursday 25th June and Friday
26th June 2015. It was organised in collaboration with Deakin University and the Victoria
Police, Australia. It was aimed at professionals (academic researchers, law enforcement
agencies, Government and International bodies, Judges, lawyers and students) involved
in the investigation of crime and misconduct, the interviewing of victims, witnesses and
suspected offenders. It covered topics such as interview training and policy, interview
decision-making processes, detecting deception, forensic linguistics and high interest
detainees.

Conference
The Conference opened for registration on Wednesday the 24th June 2015 at 7.30a.m.
for registration. The welcome address was given by Professor Martine Powell (Deakin
University) and Mark Barnett from the Victoria Police.
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Conference Day Two: Thursday 25th June 2015
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Conclusion
This Conference brought together professionals working in the area of Investigative
Interviewing. They presented the most up to date information on the topic and
answered questions that delegates had. It was very detailed and covered a wide
spectrum of topics. The subject matter that was provided is the most up to date having
regard to the research that has been undertaken in the area.
It was also of relevance to me as a trainer and a lawyer. I will be able to incorporate
relevant sections of it in courses that I will be delivering and especially in circumstances
where I have been provided with information from those persons who are at the cutting
edge of this topic.

On a personal level, I would like to most sincerely thank IPA for selecting me to undergo
this conference. From a personal and professional level it greatly enhanced my
understanding of the topic and provided me with a level of relevant information that will
be of benefit to those members of the police force who are involved in investigations.

Michael Daly
Section Ireland

